




Key Functions

2D multi-view vision process function
Allows the robot to locate a large rigid object precisely by 
combining the results from multiple snapped images.

Floating frame vision process function
Allows a single camera calibration data to be 
applied to generate 2D offset data at different 
camera poses.

Depalletizing vision process function
Allows a single camera to estimate Z height of each 
palletized part using the scale information on an 
image, and outputs X, Y, Z and rotation detected.

3D Laser Vision Sensor function
Allows the robot to detect 3D position and posture 
of a target object with application variations as 
shown below.

Visual tracking function
Allows the robot to track objects on moving 
conveyors. Dynamic load balancing among multiple 
robots is also available.

Anti-Defect vision process function
Allows robotized 
automation to
carry out mistake-
proofing.

Fixed Cameras Robot-mounted Camera

Calibration

Multi-view Measurement Tool Offset

Same Distance

(*) Option exclusive to the image processing

Specifications
Items Standard configuration High performance configuration

Sensor
head

2D measurement Camera Package(standard speed camera) Camera Package(standard/double speed camera)
3D measurement 3D Laser Vision Sensor(standard speed camera) 3D Laser Vision Sensor(standard/double speed camera)
LED light ○
Power supply for Sensor and LED R-30iA,R-30iA Mate integrated
Exposure control ○

Number to be connected Max. 8
(Max.4 for 3DL Sensor and LED)

Max. 32
(Max.4 for 3DL Sensor and LED)

Sensor
control

Image processing R-30iA,R-30iA Mate main board Vision board (*)
Processing performance ○ ◎
Image resolution 512 × 480 640 × 480
User interface PC (disconnected except during setup)
Image display iPendant (or the PC connected via Ethernet)
Password protection ○
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Outline

Functions to improve robot accuracy using the integrated vision
・Vision Mastering :  Robot positioning accuracy improvement
・Vision TCP Set :  Automatic setting of tool center point
・Vision Shift :  Man-hours reduction for robot teaching
・Vision Frame Set :  Automatic setting of user frame
・Vision Multi-Cal :  Automatic calibration of multi-arm system

Function Details

Vision TCP SetVision Mastering

Reference

The function calibrates the robot mechanics. It improves the 
sabsolute positioning accuracy of a robot, contributing to 
an accuracy improvement of  TCP setting, vision application 
and easy utilization of offline programs.

The function allows you to set a tool frame automatically 
which was conventionally done by manual operation of the 
robot. It helps to set  TCP accurately.

Vision Multi-CalVision Shift / Vision Frame Set

The function guides the robot to measure reference points on 
a part or its fixture automatically and adjusts programmed 
points. It helps to save both time and manpower for robot 
system relocation and offline program utilization.

It can also be used to set a user frame automatically by the 
measured reference points data.

The function calibrates relations between multi-group 
robots which are under coordinated control. Both two-arm 
configuration and one-arm and one-positioner configuration 
are supported. It helps to improve the coordinated motion 
accuracy.

Robot Accuracy Product Suites
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